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ABSTRACT 

The characteristics of passivated iron particles have been examined with flow 

microcalorimetry to detemine the acidic nature of the surface sites. The molar heat of 

adsorption of pyridine from hexane was measured with a FMC and a differential 

refractive index detector, at 23 and 40°C. The adsorption data were found to obey the 

assumptions of the Freundlich isotherm. The adsorption densities at different tempera

tures were used to calculate the isosteric heat of adsorption. The molar heat of 

adsorption of trielhylamine from hexane was also measured and combined with the data 

for pyridine in order to calculate the Drago constants for the iron particles. A static 

adsorption method was used for the adsorption of pyridine from hexane onto the iron 

particles, for comparison with the dynamic method. The heat of wetting for the iron 

particles, with hexane, has also been measured. 

The iron particles were examined with X-ray diffraction, Mossbauer spectroscopy, 

XPS, SEM, TEM, and electrophoresis to characterize the surface layer. These techniques 

have revealed that the iron particles are coated with ferric oxide and this surface is 

amphoteric in aqueous solutions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic particles are the basis for today's recording technology. Their characte

ristics affect the quality of the recording, the accuracy, the reproducibility, and the 

long term stability of the recorded data. The magnetic properties of these materials are 

used to compare the quality of different tapes, but other characteristics of the particles 

are equally important because they affect the manufacturing of recording media. 

The most common method for producing magnetic media is by milling the particles 

with solvents, dispersants, and binder to form a slurry. The slurry is coated onto a 

substrate such as poly(ethylene terapthalate). Next the particles are oriented in the 

recording direction by a magnetic field, then the tape is dried and calendered to com

pact the coating and improve the surface finish. All of these processes depend heavily 

on the characteristics of the dispersion. 

The surface of the particles must interact with the solvents, binders, and disper

sants to form a well dispersed medium. These interactions can be characterized with 

flow microcalorimetry, referred to as FMC. This technique monitors the exothermic or 

endothermic heat of a reaction. Combining this data with the amount of solute adsorbed, 

as determined by refractive index measurements, RI, will reveal the strength of acidic 

or basic sites on the particles of interest. This information can aid in choosing the 

proper binders and dispersants for a particular type of particle. 

Since most recording tapes are made with magnetic oxide particles, these particles 

are well known and their interactions have been characterized. Many new types of 

particles are being developed with higher coercivity, better signal to noise ratio, and 

improved print through characteristics, but these improvements cannot be fully appre

ciated if the dispersion is inefficient. Metal particles such as passivated iron, barrium 



ferrite, iron nitride, and cobalt doped iron are just a few of the newcomers in the 

industry. 

The subject of this thesis centers on passivated iron particles, which are referred 

to as a-Fe. An attempt has been made to charcterize the surface acidity of these 

particles by flow microcalorimetry. Information on the heat of adsorption and the heat 

of wetting have been gathered. The adsorption of two different probe molecules, 

pyridine and triethylamine, has been investigated and the data have been used to 

compute the Drago constants for these particles. 
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2.1 Preparation of Magnetic Particles 

The magnetic particles used for tape recording media have predominantly been 

oxides of chromium or iron because of their high coercivity and stability. Metal powders 

were known to have desirable recording properties but their rapid oxidation, due to 

moisture, has hindered their use as media. At last, several new methods have produced 

acicular metal particles with a stable, thin coating of oxide. 

According to Oppegard, Darnell, and Miller1 the borohydride method produces 

necklace like strings of particles. These fine particles are the result of reducing metal 

ions with aqueous borohydride while subjecting them to a magnetic field of about 5000 

gauss. The particle size averages 0.7 fim x 1.5 fim with a coercivity of 645 oe as 

reported by Sugihara and Imaoka2. 

Gas evaporation, which was also reviewed by Oppegard, Darnell, and Miller1, of 

metals utilizes radio frequency induction heating to evaporate the metal and allow it to 

condense after colliding with inert gas molecules. Like the borohydride method, these 

particles also form necklace shaped strings. Since crystallization of the unit particles is 

nearly perfect, their stability significantly exceeds that of metal particles produced by 

other methods. 

The third method for producing metal particles, as described by Van der Giessen 

and Klomp3 is the one normally chosen for commercial applications. It utilizes acicular 

a-FeOOH or iron oxides which are reduced by hydrogen to metal powders. 

3Fe O + H *-* 2Fe O + H O (1) 
2 3 2 3 4 2 

Fe O + 4H +-+ 3Fe + 4H O (2) 
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Reaction 2 is much slower than reaction 1, but the actual rate depends on the ability of 

the system to remove the water which is generated at high temperatures, above 300°C. 

Unfortunately, at higher temperatures the problem of forming irregularly shaped sintered 

particles exists. At lower temperatures the rate limiting step is the metallic nucleation. 

which is quite slow for iron particles. If the oxide is doped with cobalt or silver ions, 

the reaction rate can be increased and the temperature at which the reaction takes 

place can be lowered, without adversely affecting the magnetic properties. These dopants 

can occur on the surface or in the lattice and help to preserve the acicular shape of 

the particle. 

2.2 Characteristics of Iron Particles 

Two common types of oxide particles are compared with the passivated iron 

particles in Table 1. These properties are indicators of the quality of the magnetic tape 

that is made from them. 

Table 1. Properties of common magnetic particles4. 

Powder He (kA/m) as xlO6 (Wbm/kg) or/as 

7-Fe O 28 90 0.45 
2 3 

CrO 37 100 0.40 
2 

Fe 105 200 0.50 

He is the coercivity of the particles, which is a measure of the required magnetic 

field that will cause the particles to retain the orientation of that field. The high value 

of He for iron particles indicates that a large magnetic field would be required to 

change their orientation and hence they will be less affected by stray magnetic fields 

than CrO or 7-Fe O, as is the specific saturation magnetization of the material, which 
2 2 3 
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is defined as the saturation flux density, fiJMs of the material divided by the density, 

of the material, fi is the permeability of free space and Ms is the saturation magneti-
o 

zation of the material, which occurs when all of the particle domains are aligned with 

the magnetic field, or is the specific remanent magnetism in the particles after the 

magnetic field has been removed. The ratio of orr/ors is often reported in the literature, 

because this defines the characteristics or squareness of the or-H loop. A small ratio 

indicates a narrow or-H loop which is characteristic of a soft magnetic material such as 

ferrites. These materials have low coercivity so their orientation is easily changed by 

small applied fields. A large ratio indicates a hard magnetic material which has a wide 

er-H loop. 

The magnetostatic properties of several types of tape media are presented in in 

the following table. 

Table 2. Characteristics of recording tapes4. 

Tape Coating 
thickness 

(um) 

Volume 
packing 

(%) 

He 

(kA/m) 

Bs 

(Wb/m2) 

Br/Bs 

7-Fe O 
2 3 

4.6 33 29 .15 .79 

CrO 
2 

4.5 35 37 .18 .83 

Fe( l )  2.8 29 86 .41 .70 

Fe (2) 5.1 33 86 .46 .71 

The coating thickness and the volume packing are highly dependent on the 

dispersion characteristics. The volume packing is directly related to the storage density 

of the media so more information can be stored on a higher density tape. Bs and Br are 

the saturation and remmanent magnetization, respectively, of the tape. Again, the 

magnetic properties are better for Fe tape. The recording characteristics of iron tape 
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display several advantages over oxide tapes*. The output levels are higher than for 

oxides, the signal to noise ratio is improved, and the print through characteristics are 

better. 

Characterizing the dispersions of particles and in turn the particles, provides a 

relation between dispersion quality and the tape characteristics. Although the method of 

preparing iron powder is known, the thin oxide coating can be difficult to identify. The 

iron particles were characterized by Kishimoto, Kitanata, and Ameniya5 using transmis

sion electron microscopy, (TEM) and Mossbauer spectroscopy. These particles were found 

to contain an a-Fe core of 120 A in diameter with a 30 A thick surface oxide layer. 

The surface oxide was described as a ferromagnetic oxide layer, which could include -y-

Fe O or Fe O. The crystal grains of passivated iron particles were identified by 
2 3 3 4 

Ohshima6 as body centered cubic with grain surfaces that form a rhombicdodecahedron. 

Other researchers have attempted to identify the passivated iron particle charac

teristics that improve the magnetic properties of the tape. Suzuki, Sakumoto, Minegishi, 

and Omote7 have related small particle size to an increase in coercivity. Tagawa, Sudoh, 

Takahashi, Matsunaga, and Ohshima8 reported that the porosity of passivated iron 

particles with a specific surface area in the range of 20 - 65 m2/g was a function of 

the original a-FeOOH particle morphology and the method of preparation of a-Fe. They 

also reported two types of network structure; rod like particles and necklace like 

chains. The second type exhibited a higher coercivity and better signal to noise ratio in 

the resulting tape. Knowles9 has related the remanent coercive force to the packing 

density on the tape. 

The characteristics of metal particles continue to improve as new methods of 

production evolve. One improvement of the psuedomorphic reduction technique anneals 

the iron particles under nitrogen gas at 150 to 400°C. This produces a crystallization in 

the oxide surface which consists of Fe O or a mixture of Fe O and 7-Fe O . Ac-
3 4 3 4 2 3 
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cording to Tagawa, Matsunaga, Ohshima, Hiramatsu, Ishibashi, and Mikami10, the mag

netic properties of such annealed particles are comparable to iron particles which have 

only been oxidized, but the stability of the annealed particle is significantly improved. 

Another method, described by Ogisu and Takahashi", yields improved metal particles 

from 7-FeOOH. The 7-FeOOH is dehydrated to 7-Fe O crystals which retain the same 
2 3 

shape. The particles are prebaked in nitrogen at 550°C then reduced by hydrogen at 370 

- 450°C. The advantage of starting with and retaining the smaller crystal size results in 

particles with specific surface areas of 65 m2/g thus improving the magnetic properties. 

2.3 Adsorption Studies with Flow Microcalorimetry 

Flow microcalorimetry, FMC, is a dynamic method for studying the heat effects 

generated when a solute molecule adsorbs on a surface. In this method, a solution flows 

through a bed of particles and the molecular interactions are recorded as temperature 

changes in the bed. The area under the this curve of change in temperature versus time 

can be correlated to the heat generated. The system is calibrated with a known amount 

of power which is supplied to a resistance coil for a preset amount of time. The area 

under the trace of the temperature change versus time, together with the known heat 

input yields a response factor for calculating the heat generated during an adsorption. 

Each type of particle will have its own response factor, so a calibration should be 

performed for each material. 

The FMC can be used to investigate interactions of adsorption/desorption, 

immersion, solvation, mixing, competition for surface sites, and chelation, as described 

by Steinberg12. An advantage of FMC over batch calorimetry is the resolution in time 

of opposing heat effects because batch calorimetry only provides the net heat generated. 

In addition, FMC can provide information in as little as half an hour. The enthalpy data 

generated by the FMC can be combined with information from a refractive index 
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detector, RI. which can be hooked up to monitor the changing concentration of the 

effluent as solute adsorbs onto the bed and can be used to calculate the molar heat of 

adsorption13. 

The FMC technique has been used for the characterization of several magnetic 

particles used for tape manufacture, a-ferric oxide has been investigated by Joslin" 

using pyridine in cyclohexane. Hudson and Raghavan characterized 7-Ferric oxide and 

chromium dioxide using pyridine in hexane and tetrahydrofuran15 and together with 

Mathur they examined doped and undoped barium ferrite with pyridine, 4-nitrophenol 

and two ethoxylated alkylphenol surfactants in hexane and tetrahydrofuran16. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3.1 Equipment 

The heat of adsorption of pyridine onto iron particles was measured with a 

Microscal flow microcalorimeter, model 3V. This unit can measure very small changes in 

temperature within the bed of particles using two thermistors inside the cell. Two 

reference thermistors located in the cell wall are connected through a Wheatstone 

bridge to the ones inside the cell. As the temperature of the bed changes with respect 

to the reference, the bridge is unbalanced because of a change in voltage from the 

thermistors. This voltage is detected by the FMC and the signal is recorded by the a 

Spectra Physics digital integrator model SP4200. The digital integrator, DI, records the 

signal and then integrates the area under the curve. For example, in Figure 1, an 

exothermic area has been shown. By calibrating the system with a known amount of 

heat input, the area units from the DI can be converted into units of heat. 

A Waters differential refractometer model R401, in series with the FMC, was used 

to measure the changes in the concentration of the solute in the effluent stream from 

the FMC by recording the change in refractive index. A Tekman series T.E. 200 analog 

recorder, AR, recorded the RI signal. Figure 2, shows a superposition of the RI data 

which is used find the area representing the amount of adsorbed solute. Initially, a no 

bed adsorption provides the first curve which corresponds to the initial concentration. 

The second curve is displaced in time with respect to the first because of the time 

required for the solute to breakthrough the bed. Since the flow rate and the initial 

concentration are known and combining these with the length of time to adsorb, the 

amount adsorbed can be calculated. 
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Figure 1. The FMC heat of adsorption exotherm. 
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Figure 2. The typical concentration versus time curves from the RI. 
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Figure 3, schematically shows the layout of the equipment used in the experiment. 

Two syringe pumps, Braun model Perfusor VI, are depicted for the solvent and solution. 

The flow from these pumps can be switched rapidly and without interuption by using the 

VICI changeover valves. These valves include a calibrated loop for injecting small 

amounts of liquid into the flowing stream. The solvent flows through the particle bed 

inside the FMC and then over to the RI, while the DI and AR record their respective 

data. 

Figure 4, represents the interior of the FMC (not to scale). The inlet connector 

is stainless steel with a solvent resistant o-ring. It can be inserted through the top of 

the FMC, where it should just contact the particle bed. The outlet connector is also 

stainless steel with an appropriate o-ring. The cell walls are teflon with two glass 

thermistors sticking through. A teflon filter was added to the system to retain extra 

fine particles which might pass through the 325 mesh screen in the outlet connector. 

This equipment was also used to obtain adsorption data at elevated temperatures. 

The FMC can be operated at temperatures up to I50°C, by increasing the voltage 

supplied to the heating element surrounding the reaction chamber. The heat of wetting 

data required the FMC be connected to the Tekman analog recorder so that the large 

negative peak could be recorded. The evacuation of the bed material in the FMC was 

accomplished with an Edwards high vacuum pump model E2M2. Outgassing of the solvent 

for operation at room temperature was performed in a Bandelin ultrasonic water bath. 

The static adsorption tests were perfomed on a Burrell wrist action shaker model 

75 and the decanted solution was passed through the RI detector to determine the 

amount adsorbed. 
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Figure 3. A schematic layout of the flow microcalorimeter, the refractive index detector, 
the digital integrator and the analog recorder. 
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Figure 4. An enlarged view of the FMC cell, with the inlet and outlet connectors 
place. 
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3.2 Preparation of Materials 

The iron particles, Pferromet 1500, were provided by the Pfizer corporation. These 

particles are highly acicular and very fine, with a specific surface area of 56.7 m2/g. 

There is a strong tendency for these particles to agglomerate after manufacturing. 

Before any adsorption studies could begin, the large clumps of particles, some up to half 

an inch in diameter, had to be reduced to a size that could be loaded into the FMC. 

The particles were crushed with a ceramic mortar and pestle and then hand screened 

through a 60 mesh Tyler. The inefficiency of hand screening prevented the use of finer 

mesh sizes, but the powder was later checked by ultrasonic sieving and the majority of 

the particles passed through a 325 mesh Tyler. The powder was stored in a glass bottle 

in a dessicator containing a drierite absorbent. The powder was carefully weighed in a 

transfer tube using a Mettler analytical balance. 

The solvent used throughout the experiment was Mallinckrodt hexane, lot no. 5189 

KXLD, analytical reagent grade. The primary adsorbate was Mallinckrodt pyridine, lot 

no. 5425 KXCG, analytical reagent grade. Triethylamine from Spectrum was also used as 

a molecular probe in order to obtain the Drago constants. The hexane was stored under 

argon with a 3 A molecular sieve. The pyridine and triethylamine were also stored with 

3 A molecular sieves. Tetrahydrofuran, analytical reagent grade, was used for all glass

ware cleaning, as well as rinsing the FMC and the RI. All solutions were prepared with 

a 20 ± 0.06 ml pipet and the solute added by a 0.025 ± 0.00025 ml micropipet. 

3.3 Operating Conditions 

The normal operating conditions were obtained in the FMC by transferring an 

appropriate amount of iron powder into the FMC by dry loading. The weight of the 

material was optimized between the cell volume of 0.14 ml and the tapped volume of 

powder. The stainless steel funnel was tapped at a steady rate for 25 seconds to remove 
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any residual powder from the walls. The outlet connector, on which the bed sits, was 

also tapped for 25 seconds to aid compaction. Figure 2, shows the cell chamber with the 

inlet and outlet connectors in place. If larger bed sizes were attempted, the powder 

tended to extrude along the sides of the inlet connector and up through the solvent 

inlet tube. Too little bed volume caused the bed to become unstable and the FMC bridge 

would not balance. Figure 2, also depicts a teflon filter on which the bed rests. 

Although the outlet of the FMC is equipped with a 325 mesh screen, the particles were 

fine enough to pass through into the RI. 

The inlet connector had to be introduced very slowly into the chamber to avoid 

disrupting the bed. After the inlet connector was in contact with the bed, the flow of 

solvent was started at 3.3 ml/hr. The inlet connector retaining screws were gently 

tightened and the flow was increased by a factor of 5 to compact the bed and remove 

any air from the chamber. After the bubbles ceased, the effluent line was then con

nected to the RI. 

The solvent was allowed to flow through the sample side and then the reference 

side of the RI, filling both sides with same liquid for zeroing. After 30 minutes the flow 

was reduced to 3.3 ml/hr and the reference side of the RI was trapped by connecting 

the outlet to the inlet. Ten minutes more allowed the system to stabilize so the adsorp

tion could begin. The procedure for equilibrating the RI was used for the packed bed 

and no bed condition as well as for the experiments at elevated temperatures. 

The preparation for adsorption experiments using the Edwards vacuum system 

required a few additional steps. In this case the dry loaded bed had to be compacted 

with the inlet connector and lines had to be dried thoroughly. During this process a 

small flow of argon prevented the particles from extruding up the inlet connector. The 

outlet was connected to the FMC vacuum needle valve, the pump was turned on and 

allowed to pull vacuum on the gauge line while liquid nitrogen was added to the cold 
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trap. Next the needle valve was slowly opened to avoid disturbing the bed. Typically the 

vacuum system pulled down to 5 - 15 mbar. 

The case of heating the bed under vacuum to 110®C and then cooling to ambient, 

required flushing the bed with argon during the cool down. Since a syringe pump admit

ted the solvent, the argon equalized the pressure in the chamber. Without the argon a 

suction effect occured in the lines and disrupted the bed. With the argon in the lines 

the solvent could be pumped through at a controlled rate allowing the heat of wetting 

to be examined. 

The heat of wetting was evaluated under several different conditions: I) on the 

"as received particles" without any special drying treatment, except dessicator storage, 

2) on the particles that were heated under vacuum to 110°C and cooled overnight under 

argon, 3) on particles that were evacuated for 20 minutes and flushed with argon, 4) on 

particles that were heated under vacuum to 40#C, flushed with argon, and wetted 40°C, 

5) with solvent that contained additional water, 6) under vacuum without backfilling 

with argon, and 7) under vacuum without backfilling with argon, but using gravity feed 

to deliver the solvent which was also under vacuum. 

Obtaining the adsorption data at 40°C proved challenging with this system. 

Several methods were attempted in order to establish the most reproducible method, 

they are as follows: 1) the particles were loaded into the chamber and the solvent was 

allowed to flow through the bed while the chamber was heated up to 40#C, 2) the 

particles were heated under vacuum to 40°C, then backfilled with argon, and then the 

solvent was admitted, and 3) the chamber was heated to 40"C empty, allowed to 

stabilize, the particles were quickly loaded, and the solvent flow started. The first and 

third methods are thought to reprsent the "as received particles," because heating them 

in air to 40°C could induce pyrophoric changes in them. 



The experiments at 40°C were continually plagued with air bubbles, which may be 

caused by outgassing of the solvent. The following methods were attempted to circum

vent the problem: 1) the solvent and solution were prepared by the normal 3 minute 

ultrasonic treatment, 2) the solvent and solution were sonicated for 15 minutes, this 

also heated the solutions to 40°C, and 3) the solvent and solution were outgassed under 

vacuum. Even with these types of solution pretreatment the bubbles were still present. 

An attempt was made to cool the teflon line carrying the effluent to the RI, to 10°C. 

This caused most of the bubbles to redissolve into the hexane. At concentrations above 

40 mmolar this method was adequate, but at low concentrations the density changes in 

the solutions and temperature variations had large effects on the RI detector. 

The static adsorption experiments were performed in SO ml Erlenmeyer flasks with 

ground glass stoppers. The material was weighed out in amounts ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 

grams. Glass beads were added to aid in dispersing the slurry. Finally, 5 ml of the 

pyridine solution were pipetted into the flask. The highest setting, 10, on the wrist 

action shaker was chosen because earlier work by Joslin" mentions the problem of 

insufficient agitation in the static adsorption of pyridine. A new problem became evident 

when many of the particles migrated up the sides of the flask and away from the 

solution, causing non-reproducible results. The setting was reduced to 5 and the solution 

agitated for one hour and two hours. Since the same values were obtained for the two 

different time intervals, an agitation period of one hour was used for all subsequent 

work. 

The solution from the static adsorption was decanted from the powder and poured 

into the syringe for pumping through the RI. The powder had a tendency to agglomerate 

even when dry and even in the solution it did not appear to disperse well. The original 

solution was pumped through the RI versus the reference hexane. This value on the AR 
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corresponds to the initial concentration. The final concentration was calculated by 

multiplying the ratio of AR deflections (final/initial) by the initial concentration. 

From this information, the amount adsorbed and the adsorption density were obtained. 

3.4 Particle Analysis 

The particles were examined with an ISI model Super III A, scanning electron 

microscope. The particles were dispersed in tetrahydrofuran into which an aluminum 

specimen holder was dipped. The tetrahydrofuran quickly evaporated leaving the particles 

behind. A. 200 A gold film was deposited by ion beam evaporation onto the particles to 

provide good conduction. The accelerating voltage was 30 kV and a magnification of 

50000 X. In spite of the gold film, the agglomerated particles caused charging on the 

surface due to a build up of electron charge. 

Transmission electron microscopy was also employed in the particle analysis. The 

The TEM images of the particles were taken on a Hitachi model H-500 at an acceler

ating voltage of 100 kV and a magnification of 100000X. A JEOL 2000 FX microscope 

was used to obtain electron diffraction pattterns at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. 

The sample was prepared by dispersing the iron particles in tetrahydrofuran and a drop 

of the dispersion was placed on a carbon coated formvar grid. 

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed with a GE model XRD-5 difractometer 

using a cobalt target. Two scans were performed at 10 mA and 50 kVP with an Fe 

filter. The first scan used a linear scale at 5000 cps and a time constant of 2 seconds 

for a scan from 6 to 84° of 20 at 2° per minute. A second scan was run at 2000 cps 

with a time constant of 4 seconds, scanning 12 to 128° of 20. The strongest iron peak 

was eliminated from the second scan to avoid going off scale and allow detection of 

several low intensity peaks. These scans were repeated with a copper target based on 

the data reported by Tagawa, Matsunaga, Ohshima, Hiramatsu, Ishibashi, and Mikami10. 
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Finally, three scans were performed on a log scale at 10000 cps, two with the cobalt 

target and one with the copper target. The log scale enhances very small peaks that 

would go undetected on the linear scale. 

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) measurements were made in the 

LESSA lab in the Chemistry department. The sample was prepared by pressing the 

powder into an indium foil. The analysis was performed on a Vacuum Generators 

ESCALAB Mark II Photoelectron Spectrometer, under a vacuum of 10 "n torr. The 

source was aluminum Ka radiation at an accelerating voltage of 1486.6 eV and a power 

of 300 W. 

The Mossbauer spectra were obtained with a Ranger Scientific MS 900 spectro

meter in constant acceleration mode. The source was a 20 mCurie Fe 57 in rhodium foil. 

The powder sample was sandwiched between two plastic discs to maintain the optimum 

thickness for transmission. 

Electrophoretic measurements were carried out using a Zetameter electrophoresis 

unit. A dispersion was prepared with 0.01 grams of particles per 200 ml of 10 "3 molar 

KC1 solution. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Characteristics of Passivated Iron Particles 

The scanning electron micrograph in Figure 5, shows the iron particles that were 

used in this research. They appear to be very acicular in this micrograph taken at 

50000X. The dimensional marker on the picture represents 0.1 fim. Even though these 

particles were ultrasonically dispersed in a solution for specimen mounting, they are still 

very agglomerated. A reasonable, but rough estimate of particle dimensions is 3000 A in 

length by 500 A in diameter. The bright white regions in the micrograph are the areas 

where charging occured from an electron build up. Single particles would decrease the 

charging of the surface and improve the resolution. Fortunately, the particles appear to 

be intact after grinding them in a mortar and pestle during preparation. 

The transmission electron micrograph in Figure 6, shows a group of the iron 

particles at a magnification of 200000X which includes an enlargement by a factor of 

two. The surface oxide coating, which has a lighter color than the core, can be clearly 

seen in this micrograph. An electron diffraction pattern of the iron particles appears in 

Figure 7, the bright rings were indexed as polycrystalline a-iron. The faint inner ring 

may be attributed to Fe O or Fe O. The bright center region may indicate an 
2 3 3 4 

amorphous surface oxide and the broad rings could result from the very small particle 

size. Further investigations with the TEM may be able to provide additional information 

on the surface oxide. 

The X-ray diffraction data are tabulated in Table 3. The first two columns are 

the results from the X-ray diffraction scans on the iron particles. The relative inten

sities are not given because the peaks were recorded on a log scale to enhance the 

smaller peaks. The other columns are the diffraction data from the ASTM card file. 
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Table 3. X-ray diffraction data for iron particles using a Co target, 1.789 A 

Particles 
20 d (A) 

14.0 7.339* 
15.0 6.853 

17.2 5.982* 
18.9 5.448 

21.2 4.862 
22.0 4.688 

26.2 3.946* 

29.2 3.548 
29.9 3.467 

31.4 3.305 
31.8 3.265 

39.4 2.653 
40.0 2.615 

41.2 2.542 
42.4 2.473 

47.0 2.243 
47.4 2.225 

52.2 2.033 

59.2 1.811 
59.8 1.794 

65.6 1.651 
66.2 1.638 

67.2 1.616 
68.8 1.583 

74.2 1.483 
74.8 1.473 

76.8 1.440 
77.4 1.431 

99.6 1.171 
100 1.168 

ot-Fe 
dfA). I/I, 

2.023.100 

1.433,19 

1.170,30 

Fe,04 

I/I, 

4.85, 40 

2.966, 70 

2.53, 100 

2.419, 10 

2.096, 70 

1.712, 60 

1.614, 85 

1.483, 85 

1.279, 30 

a-FejOj 
d(A). I/I, 

3.66, 25 

2.69, 100 

2.51, 50 

2.201, 30 

1.838, 40 

1.690, 60 

1.596, 16 

1.484, 35 

1.452, 35 

1.31, 20 

T-fejOs 
d(A), I/I, 

5.9, 2 

4.82, 5 

2.95, 34 

2.52, 100 

2.08, 24 

1.7, 12 

1.61, 33 

1.48, 53 

1.27, II 

7-FeOOH 
dfAu/i, 

7.3, 90 

3.27, 100 

2,56, 80 

2.34, 30 

1.93, 65 

1.73, 30 

1.52, 50 

1.38, 15 
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The presence of oi-Fe in the particles can be identified with little difficulty, but 

the small peaks attributed to the surface oxide could be indexed as f-Fe O, Fe O, or 
2 5 S 4 

7-FeOOH, since peaks are present in the scans which correspond to their high intensity 

peaks. The asterisk indicates the three peaks that could be attributed to the fiberglass 

resin specimen holder. 

Figure 8, is a plot of the Mossabauer spectrum at 300 K which was analysed with 

a computer least-square fit. The 4 large peaks are characteristic of metallic iron. The 

small peaks on the outside of the iron peaks, are the region where FeO or FeO 
2 3 3 4 

peaks would be expected to occur. Earlier work5 by Kishimoto, Kitanata, and Ameniya 

enhanced these peaks by lowering the temperature to 78 K. The relative intensity of the 

peaks can be used to calculate the amount of oxide relative to the iron, but in this 

case the oxide area is so close to the baseline noise that quantitative calculations are 

not possible. 

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy gave a more conlusive analysis of the 

surface layer. Figures 9, 10, and 11, are the spectra for the iron oxide on the surface 

of the particles. Table 4, summarizes literature data for XPS characteristics of iron 

oxides. The survey scan in Figure 9, identifies the location of peaks in terms of the 

binding energy. The regions containing peaks have been expanded in Figures 10 and 11. 

The oxygen Is peak distinguishes the iron oxides from the iron metal, which lacks this 

peak. But the oxygen Is does not help identify which oxide is present. The binding 

energy of the 2p electrons depends on the oxidation state of the iron. From Figure 11, 

all of the iron in the outer 50 - 60 A layer can be concluded to be present as Fe O . A 
2 3 

small amount of carbon and sodium are present in the surface oxide. The carbon can be 

accounted for during particle manufacturing and the sodium could be contamination from 

storage in a glass bottle. Unfortunately, the distinction cannot be made between y-
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Fe^ and a-F^Oa because exposure to air has been found to cause a layer of a-iron 

oxide". 

Table 4. High resolution XPS core level data of various standard oxides. 

Sample Fe(2p (eV) 
32 B 

FWHM (eV) Satellite, E (eV) 
B 

CKls) 

Fe metal 707.0 2.0 - -

a-Fe O 
2 3 

711.2 4.5 719.7 530.3 

Fe O 709.7 4.5 715.7 530.3 

FeO 
3 4 

711.2/709.5 4.5 - 530.3 

a-FeOOH -711.2 4.5 719.7 530.3/531.5 

The peaks in Figures 9 - II are shifted to higher binding energies by 4eV than 

the values in this table, but this is due to electron charging on the surface of the 

particles. 

The aqueous electrophoresis measurements detected a point of zero charge (pzc) 

of 6.7 for the iron particles. Figure 12, is the plot of zetapotential versus pH for the 

iron particles. The occurence of pzc at near neutral pH values indicates that the surface 

oxide is amphoteric in nature. 



Figure 5. SEM of passivated iron particles at 50000X. 
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i 
Figure 6. TEM of passivated iron particles showing the surface oxide coating. 



Figure 7. TEM diffraction pattern of passivated iron particles. 
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Figure 8. Mossbauer spectra for passivated iron particles. 
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Figure 9. XPS for passivated iron particles, the survey scan. 
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Figure 10. XPS for passivated iron particles, oxygen Is region. 
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Figure 11. XPS for passivated iron particles, iron 2p region. 
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Figure 12. Zetapotential versus pH for passivated iron particles in an aqueous dispersion 
with 10-3 KC1. 
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4.2 Heat of Adsorption 

Figure 13, presents the variation of the molar heat of adsorption with concentra

tion for the adsorption of pyridine onto iron particles from hexane, at two different 

temperatures, 23 and 40°C. As the solution concentration increases, the molar heat 

decreases and eventually levels off at -2.6 kcal/mole. At low concentrations there 

appears to be a large difference in the molar heat of adsorption with temperature. 

Because of the problems encountered at 40°C the error in those numbers maybe greater 

than the 10% or less accuracy observed in the data collected at 23°C. Future work at 

low concentration and elevated temperatures need to be performed with a UV detector 

which should be less sensitive to the density and temperature variations as well as the 

gas bubbles from the bed. The molar heat also decreases nonlinearly with increasing 

adsorption density as shown in Figure 14. 

An attempt was made to fit the data to three classical isotherm models, the 

Langmuir, Temkin, and Freundlich . The model equations are tabulated in Table 5. The 

adsorption density of pyridine onto iron particles at 23 and 40°C is depicted in Figure 

IS, as a functon of solute concentration. In Figure 16, the data from Figure 15 has been 

plotted according to the Langmuir isotherm, (C/T versus Q, where T is the adsorption 

density in micromoles per meter squared and C is the solute concentration in millimolar. 

The fit of data to the Temkin isotherm is shown in Figure 17. This model assumes the 

adsorption density varies with log C. The correlation coefficients, r, in Table 5 are an 

indication of how linearly the data fit the model, in this case the Langmuir and the 

Temkin models are not applicable. 

Figure 18, represents the fit of data to a Freundlich isotherm, (log T versus log 

Q. The linearity of the lines shows that the Freundlich isotherm is applicable. The 

slope and intercept calculated from the equation of the line, at 23 and 40°C are 0.516, 

0.58 and 0.524, 0.55, respectively. From the linear regression analysis the correlation 
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coefficient, r, can be calculated and is listed in Table 5. These two lines cross at C -

1.8 mM and T - 0.73 /zmole/m* According to Hayward and Trapnell18 this common 

intersection point occurs at the monolayer capacity where T - fm. 

Table 5. Linear regression analysis on the adsorption data. 

Model Equation r, at 23°C r, at 40°C 

Langmuir C/T - K + K C 0.932 0.993 
1 2 

Temkin T = K +K logC 0.932 0.984 
3 4 

Freundlich log r - K +K logC 0.998 0.999 
5 6 

An important assumption made by the Freundlich isotherm is that the heat of 

adsorption falls off logarithmically with increasing adsorption density. Figure 19, shows 

the decrease in molar heat of adsorption versus log T. As the figure indicates and the 

correlation coefficient, r = -0.989, supports, this condition of the Freundlich is satisfied. 

This behavior implies a surface heterogeneity, which is often characteristic of heats of 

chemisorption. Chemisorption can also be characterized by a lack of desorption when the 

solution is switched back to the original solvent. In this case the adsorbate is held 

strongly by chemical bonds. Table 6, compares the heat of adsorption to desorption per 

gram of bed. 

Table 6. Comparison of the heat values for adsorption and desorption. 

Concentration faM) Temperature (°Q Adsorption (cal/«) Desorption (cal/g) 

20 23 -1.6 0.7 

40 23 -1.6 0.9 

40 40 -1.5 0.8 
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Since the heat of desorption is approximately half of the value for adsorption this 

indicates there is a combined effect of chemisorption and physisorption. The physically 

adsorbed material is removed during the desorption since it is held by weak Van der 

Waals forces while the chemically bonded molecules remain adsorbed. 

Hudson and Raghavan15 investigated the adsorption of pyridine from hexane onto 

•y-Fe O using a flow microcalorimeter. In this system the adsorption density continued 
2 3 

to increase with increasing concentration. At an equivalent concentration of 37 mM, V «= 

3.2 fimolejm2 for 7-Fe O (22 m2/g). On the iron particles (56.7 m2/g) at 37 mM, T = 
2 3 

4.1 /zmole/m2. Since the adsorption density continues to increase with concentration for 

a dynamic system it may be an indication of pyridine molecules are rearranging their 

orientation on the surface, such as from lying flat to vertical. 



• Temperature 40°C 4 Temperature 23#C 

Concentration, mM 

Figure 13. Molar heat of adsorption versus concentration for pyridine on passivated iron 
particles. 
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Figure 14. Molar heat of adsorption versus adsorption density for pyridine on passivated 
iron particles. 
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Figure 15. Adsorption of pyridine onto iron particles as a function of solution 
concentration. 
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Figure 16. The pyridine adsorption data for iron particles plotted as a Langmuir 
isotherm. 
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Figure 17. The pyridine adsorption data in the form of a Temkin isotherm. 
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Figure 18. The pyridine adsorption data in the form of a Freundlich isotherm. 
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Figure 19. AH versus log f for pyridine adsorption onto iron particles. 
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4.3 Isosteric Heat of Adsorption 

The adsorption data can be used for calculating the isosteric heat of adsorption. 

The Classius-Clapeyron equation can be written in the form: 

AH - -RT2 (din C/dT) (3) 
isosteric T 

The experimental and calculated values of AH are given in Table 7, for two 

different values of surface coverage. The isosteric heat appears to be constant with 

surface coverage, but the measured values are not constant except at the higher values 

of surface coverage, where they equal the isosteric value. Since the FMC measures the 

integral heat rather than the differential heat and the FMC is very sensitive to heat 

effects in addition to the adsorption heat, the experimental values may be higher 

initially than those predicted by the isosteric heat if the surface sites are hetero

geneous. In the dynamic system other interactions such as solvent solute exchange, 

mixing, or molecular reorientation of the pyridine contribute to the measured heat. 

Table 7. The isosteric heat of adsorption, calculated and experimental. 

r (umoles/m2) Exp. AH (kcal/mole) Cal. AH (kcal/mole) 

2 -11.9 -3.5 

12 -3.0 -3.1 

The work by Kipling15 describes the heat of immersion (wetting) as the sum of 

the heats of two processes. During the adsorption the adsorbed layer comes into contact 

with the solid and a heat of wetting occurs. Since the adsorbed layer is of a different 

composition from the bulk solution a heat of dilution occurs. Dynamic adsorptions were 

measured by Groszek20 with a FMC and he found that immediately after the adsorption, 



a desorplion occurred which in some cases produces a measurable endothermic heat 

effect, which could be due to either mixing or desorption. To explain this effect he 

used coarse sand to determine the heat of mixing for several solvents, but he found the 

heat of mixing to be quite small compared to the heat of adsorption. He concluded that 

the solid surfaces were not uniform so the heat evolved from the first molecules 

contacting the surface is higher when expressed as a differential heat than the heat 

generated by adsorption on a partially covered surface. 

4.4 Drago Constants 

The Drago theory characterizes the strengths of Lewis acid-base interactions. A 

Lewis base can donate an electron pair while a Lewis acid can accept an electron pair. 

They may also be referred to as donor solvents and acceptor solvents respectively. In 

Drago's model it is assumed that the heat of a donor-acceptor reaction is the sum of 

two terms. 

-AH - E E + C C (4) 
A B A B 

The first term is the electrostatic contribution of the Lewis acid, (E ) and base, 
A 

(E ), respectively. The second term arises from the covalent contribution. 
B 

The heat of adsorption of nitrogen bases, such as pyridine and triethylamine, onto 

the passivated metal particles can be used to calculate the acid strength of surface sites 

on the particles. Figure 20, compares the adsorption density versus concentration curves 

for pyridine and triethylamine. At equal concentrations, the triethylamine has a lower 

adsorption density, but both curves continue increasing without a plateau. Figure 21, 

shows the molar heat of adsorption versus concentration for these bases. The curves 
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decrease nonlinearly with increasing concentration. Likewise, the molar heat of 

adsorption in Figure 22, also decreases nonlinearly with increasing adsorption density. 

The Drago constants, C and E for pyridine and triethylamine are (6.4; 1.17)21 

B B 
and (11.09; 0.99)22 respectivley. Using these values, the Drago constants for the iron 

particles were calculated to be C - 0.05 and E » 8.0. The high value for E indicates 
A A A 

the acid-base interactions of the surface are primarily electrostatic. The C/E ratio is a 

measure of the hard or soft character of molecules; a low ratio means a hard acid or 

base. The ratio for the surface sites on passivated iron particles, as determined by the 

adsorption of pyridine and triethylamine from hexane, is C/E - 0.006. In an earlier 

work. Fowkes, Sun, and Joslin22 reported values of C =1 and E = 2 for iron oxide 
A A 

using pyridine and triethylamine from cyclohexane. The iron particles used in this study 

seem to have much harder acid sites than those on the iron oxide studied by Fowkes et 

al. 
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Figure 20, The adsorption of trielhylamine and pyridine onto passivated iron particles. 
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Figure 21. The molar heat of adsorption versus concentration for pyridine and triethyl
amine on passivated iron particles. 
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Figure 22. The molar heat of adsorption versus adsorption density for pyridine and 
triethylamine on passivated iron particles. 
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4.5 Static Adsorption 

The static adsorption data in Figure 23, reveals a Langmuir isotherm, with I'm = 

2.1 /imole/m2. From the graph in the paper by Fowkes, Sun, and Joslin22 the value of 

Tm - 1.7 /zmole/m2 can be approximated for pyridine onto iron oxide (7 m2/g) from 

cyclohexane. The passivated iron particles may have adsorbed less pyridine in the 

present work because the particles had such a strong tendency to agglomerate. Particle 

- particle interactions may be interfering with the static adsorption. If the particles 

are agglomerated during the static adsorption test, the pyridine molecule may not be 

able to gain access to as many surface sites. 

4.6 Heat of Wetting 

The sensitivity of the FMC allows complex interactions to be examined, such as 

wetting of a surface with a solvent. Figure 24, shows a trace of the heat of wetting 

where the first area is the exothermic portion followed by the endothermic portion. The 

interaction of hexane with the iron particles yields a large exothermic heat, -2.4 x 10 "5 

kcal/m2, but in addition it is followed by an endothermic peak of similar magnitude, 1.8 

x 10 "5 kcal/m2. The exothermic peak probably begins with the vapor adsorption of 

hexane which preceeds the liquid phase. Zettlemoyer and Chessick23 point out that 

preadsorbed solvent vapor on the surface will decrease the heat of adsorption of the 

liquid solvent. At this time the causes of the endothermic peak are pure speculation, but 

future work will need to be done to verify the cause. The endotherm may result from a 

competitive adsorption/desorption between the hexane molecules and water molecules at 

the surface. Steinberg?4 has observed similar endothermic peaks resulting from the heat 

of mixing of solvents, water displacement or the displacement of surface contamination. 

The solvent effluent from the FMC will need to be analysed in future work to identify 

possible causes. 
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Figure 23. The adsorption isotherms for pyridine on passivaled iron particles in 
slatic and dynamic operating modes. 
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Figure 24. The heat of wetting of passivated iron particles with hexane. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS 

O 
1. The particles are approximately 300 - 500 A in diameter. The surface oxide 

O 
coating is approximately 50 - 60 A in thickness and may be Fe O, but more evidence is 

2 3 

will be required to confirm this. 

2. The adsorption of pyridine onto iron particles obeys the assumptions of the 

Freundlich isotherm. 

3. The calculated isosteric heat of adsorption is constant with surface coverage, 

but lower than the experimental integral values, except at high surface coverage. Since 

a dynamic system such as FMC can detect other effects which are taking place in the 

system this may account for the difference. (Heat of mixing and solute/solvent ex

change). 

4. The acid Drago constants of the particles are C = 0.05 and E = 8.0. The 
A A 

acid-base reaction is primarily electrostatic. 

5. Static adsorption of pyridine onto iron particles follows the Langmuir isotherm 

with a monolayer capacity at fm » 2.1 /wnoles/m2. 
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